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Introduction



Warning!!

People are not rational

Because why do we smoke ?

What is nudging





Where does it come from

What is nudging



A definition

A nudge is any aspect of choice architecture that alters people 
behavior in a predictable way without removing any options or 

significantly changing their (economic) incentives
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Where does it come from:

Behavioral economics

Psychology

Political Theory

Marketing sales

What is nudging



How do we respond? 
We use the two (famous) systems

(Daniel Kahneman)

What is nudging

System 1:
• Fast
•Unconscious
•Parallel
•Associative
• Low energy
• “Do-er”

System 2:
• Slow
•Conscious
• Serial
•Analytical
•Cost a lot of energy
• “Planner”



We like to walk the elephant trail

What is nudging
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The ethical question



Can we nudge the people around us 

to make better choices 

to improve quality and testing in our organization?

What are we going to do?



Step 1

In which situation do we want to apply nudging?

What are we going to do?



Effect 1: 

The default option



Explanation
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Effect 2: 

Decoy effect
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The default option
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Effect 2: 

Decoy effect



How to apply

Test approach Test approach



Effect 3: 

Commitment through 
consistency



1. Hi developer can you help me out with some test data? 

Yes 1x

2. And do you mind have a look at the outcomes too?

Yes 2x

3. What would be an appropriate next step / test?

Yes 3x

How to apply
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Effect 4: 

Anchoring



How to apply



Effect 5: 

The Zeigarnik effect
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Effect 6: 

Activate unconscious
behavior



Activate unconscious behavior

How to apply



Wrap-up

Default options

Decoy effect

Commitment through consistency

Anchoring

Zeigarnik effect

Activate unconscious behavior



Cliffhanger
• Social norms

• Keep it simple

• Reciprocity

• Endowed progress

• Availability

• Generation effect  



Bonus: Activate unconscious behavior



Thank you very much!

Mail: ard.kramer@orangecrest.nl

Twitter: @ard_kramer

Or linkedIn: Ard Kramer


